**Phi Taus, Thetas Win In Grades**

**Kappa Delta, Laws By Narrow Margin in Last Lap Of Scholarship Race, Take Lead**

Kappa Delta Alpha Theta sentivity leads all Lawrence students of the honor societies in scholastic honors with an average of 87.8 for the last five years. The average for Kappa Delta, coming a close second with 87.65, is the highest that has been shown for permanent possession of the scholastic scholarship cup, which she won for the past two years. Another one who rose three years in succession before it becomes the final record of the winning group, Phi Mu came third with an 83.9 average.

Phi Kappa Tau took the men with an average of 80.31, while Sigma Phi Epsilon and Beta Sigma Phi came second and third with averages of 82.25 and 82.27 respectively. These are the figures as given by the registrar, Mouat.

Figures show society averages much as they have done in previous years, and men and women students are just about on the average of each group for the past few years. The graduating class of last year had, with this year's seniors making better averages, an increase of some 0.25 per cent over last year's. The entire college average makes an increase of 2.3 over last year's average.

**Protestants Average**

Phi Mu 85.84
Phi Delta 84.16
Delta Gamma 83.29
Phi Kappa Tau 80.46
Beta Sigma Phi 82.67
Alpha Kappa Omega 82.57
Gamma Phi Beta 82.00
Beta Alpha Phi (formerly Phi Sigma) 82.38
Zeta Tau Alpha 81.87
Deltphi Psi 81.86
Non-sorority average 81.66

**Sorority Average**

Phi Sigma 86.42
Delta Phi Sigma 86.32
Beta Sigma Phi 86.12
Psi Omega 85.70
Kappa Delta 85.55
Alpha Gamma Phi 85.42
Beta Sigma Phi 85.27
Phi Delta 85.10
Delta Gamma 85.00
Non-sorority average 84.66

**Phi Mu**

Paul Ungrodt, '25, who has closed down almost entirely at the end of the last spring the youthful candidate defeated his opponent, thus serving his third term as mayor of Lawrence. He is, by a tree to see majesty. The campaign proved exceedingly bitter. At the election the re-elected the youthful politician to the job which he has never seen.

Among the peaks in Mr. Ungrodt's platform is the one on ecology, a large program which is being tire lessly augmented by Dr. Denyes. He has been attending the local territory for the past year or so, Dr. John Denyes of the Department of Religion at Lawrence, and has been an instructor in the large program which is being tire lessly augmented by Dr. Denyes.

**Delta Sigma Tau**

Delta Sigma Tau was located there, but has now moved to Lawrence. When Ungrodt took office the city's indebtedness totaled $52,000. This sum is to be begun next week and will be held to the very exclusive resort of the large program which is being tire lessly augmented by Dr. Denyes.

**Lawrence Students Will Be Interested in Drama**

**Winning Honors in Music**

The Ariel Wants

**The Ariel Wants**
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Debate Teams Discuss Big Subject-Plan

Debate Coaches Chose Congressional Vote of Supreme Court for Annual Question

No disjoint questions are to be the rule among the mid-western debate team. It was announced that the co-eds of the Southern team of debate and the Eastern team of debate and will be held in Chicago (October 20). The debate itself will be on the subject of the latest political issue.

The question for debate was decided on the basis of the following statement: "The necessity of winning decisions in Congress is acceptable only if the decision-making body is known to be in the hands of the team which makes an extended debate. In other words, the team which makes the debate is known to the decision-making body." This question was adopted by unanimous vote at the recent conference held in Chicago (October 20).

The necessity of winning decisions in Congress is acceptable only if the decision-making body is known to be in the hands of the team which makes an extended debate. In other words, the team which makes the debate is known to the decision-making body. This question was adopted by unanimous vote at the recent conference held in Chicago (October 20).
Rogers Writes Features For Daily Papers

Artists Series

Starts Nov. 18

Wauwatosa to Ring at First Concert; Other Big Number Follow

Beatrice Wernersh, the distinguished American lyricist, has been engaged to open the Artists Series program at Wauwatosa this season. An evening of real musical beauty is in store for the listeners of Wauwatosa and vicinity. For the past several years, Wernersh has served in Chicago, New York, Boston, Philadelphia and other large cities. He has created the most important new features of the Wernersh Wauwatosa Concert — which will be held November 18th.

Bouquet Symphony Choir

On January 25, 1923, the Bouquet Symphony Choir will present a most unique concert. It offers a program of folkways, transcription, sacred and religious music, which for variety and beauty has become probably the most popular concert entertainment of its kind. The appeal to the eye is as fascinating as the appeal to the ear, the company appearing in its New Year's concert. A joint recital will be given on February 23, 1923, by the great Polish violinist, Bronislaw Huberman and Tandy Markstrum, American concert violinists. It is said that the coming of Huberman to America is an event in musical history. Markstrum is said to have a voice rich and gorgeous in color, the heritage of his Scotch-Hawaiian ancestry. Outside of operatic songs, his programs in America will be sung largely in English.

Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra

The concluding program for the season will be given by the Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra, which has appeared in Wauwatosa with each outstanding success. It is that it necessarily to speak at great length regarding its unusual personnel. It is conducted by Henry Vehrberg, the local appearance will not only attract wide interest in Wauwatosa, but throughout this entire section of the state. The date of the concert will be announced later.

Season tickets may be secured at Lawrence Conservatory for $6.00, $8.00 and $10.00.

MRS. J. F. BANNISTER
A C A D E M Y  O F  D A N C E  C R A F T
367 College Avenue, Appleton, Wis.

Why You Should Wear a Henderson Rub-r de Luxe Reducing Girdle

Because they will make you appear more slender the moment you wear one and they will actually reduce the figure and at the same time will be found extremely comfortable.

The reduction is accomplished through the gentle masticating of the rubber which is induced by every movement causing perspiration the same as is produced through athletic exercise; this breaks up the excessive fatty tissues of the waist, hips and abdomen.

These girdles can be easily cleaned by sponging them with mild soap and water.

The body material is of the highest grade specially treated odourless rubber which is covered on each side with a delicate shade of flesh colored silk Milanesse which makes a beautiful soft pliable garment.

These models are made with a front adjustment which can be taken up as the figure is reduced and a lightweight elastic waist band and the girdle and allows the girdles to be put on and taken off very quickly. We are making leaders of

Henderson Rub-r de Luxe Reducing Girdles

at an exceptionally low price.

$7.98 & $8.50
COLLEGE VERSUS ACTIVITIES

It is unnecessary to say anything about the value of extra-curricular activities in college, since that value is already recognized and generally overemphasized. It is unnecessary to say what students enter extra-curricular activities, because such activities have been shown to be a necessary element in a well-rounded education.

When a high school graduate, instead of entering a profession, enters college, he is usually expected to spend from one to four years in college, and during this time, he is assuming that he will get something from college that he cannot get from a job. It is unnecessary to say that college offers something that cannot be obtained from a job.

The Greek-letter freshman should be just as careful not to enter extra-curricular activities which his fraternity has put upon him. Whether or not you are a Greek-letter freshman, you are expected to show your own evaluation upon yourself, and put it high enough so that living up to it will be a task worthy of achievement.

Every fraternity and sorority reports that "more men and women wanted". One fraternity states that it had tough luck in getting more men for it had one more than it wanted. It is also said that a fraternity boasts of getting more women than it had. Ten bad years but as long as everybody is satisfied, that's all that is necessary.

Let's sing the praise of bandoline, That only substance galore. It gives a lustre and a sheen To any blash'd unknown beam. Within it may be green, Outside it's beauty, sleek and clean That gives a look of youth supreme And thills the maiden's eye, I own. Ifuffman could but have foreseen The virtues of that wondrous cream To smooth his locks, and make them seem As oil'd and wavers'd for a dream. He'd not have died beneath a beam And not quite so keen.

A certain fraternity might find consolation in the adage, "Two is company and three is a crowd."

Professor Dyson announced in advertising class that "since cold weather is now approaching, the clothsellers of town shall not double on advertising heavy men's underwear." Don't you think that is showing partiality, or are we writing because we have something to say, or are we writing it because it is the custom. We do not believe a college man should be writing because we have something to say.

In conclusion, we wish the Lawrentian's staff to keep in mind that it is a newspaper and not a magazine, and to write so as to be read by the Lawrentian's readers.
In Olden Times
Edited by Koed Kate

"The usual Sophomore Exhibition was given on the 22nd of December. We generally expect a great deal of interest in College exhibitions; but the class of '77 happily disproved this theory. There were good recitations and campus songs, conducted by either deified excellent minds." "A fair number of students in the building this term."  

Governing Body for 1925

1. The regular chemical course as offered in most colleges and universities.
2. The Scientific Courses, including History, Botany, Modern Languages, Music, Painting, and other practical and experimental branches.
3. Commercial or Business course for two years, including common and higher English, together with bookkeeping, business forms, commercial arithmetic, etc.
4. Anecdotal course of three years, consisting of a history, with French or German optional to the student.

Expenses

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Position</th>
<th>Price per term</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Tuition</td>
<td>$10.00 to $15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Room rent in college building</td>
<td>$4.50 to $7.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Board per week</td>
<td>$10.00 to $15.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>$35.00 to $50.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

October 1876: "School opened with a membership of thirty, of whom seventeen were new students, and the rest were previous students and parents.

November 1876: "Tuition day was granted as a holiday."

We almost forgot to mention the new admixture, which was built last vacation in front of the college. It is a great improvement and much needed."

February 1877: "On Tuesday evening, the freshman class met in the institute building on Thursday evening this week."

"Eleven members of the college student body were present. It was a very interesting meeting."

December 1877: "The time for tree day is not far off."

March 1877: "The students are not feeling well. The weather has been very bad, and it is not fully appreciated by the people in the town."

Students and citizens should not fail to attend the annual supper given by the faculty of the Lawrence Society at the Institute Building on Thursday evening this week."
BRIEFS

Mostly Personals

Bert Spelling, a member of Alpha Delta, visited at his home in Wauconda last week-end.

Mary O'Dowd, of Charlotte, N.C., who has been visiting the southern school of Madison, visited with the Phi Epsilon brothers this week-end.

Margaret King, a member of Phi Delta, visited at her home in Waukesha over the week-end.

Mr. and Mrs. Milton of Milwaukee, visited with their daughter, over Saturday and Sunday.

Katharine Gonzalez, of Elkhorn, left Sunday, after spending two weeks with the Sigma Pi brothers.

Paul and Ida Sonne, 74, went to DePere Sunday.

George Augustine, 74, and Chester Rinehart, 74, spent Sunday at Oshkosh.

Marye Brown, 78, visited at Fond du Lac last week-end.

Edward Tid, 74, and Ralph Hiltz, 73, visited at Sigma Phi Epsilon house over the week-end.

Mrs. Keller, of Wausau, spent Saturday and Sunday with her daughter.

William Hartwig, 70, of Stevens Point, visited at the Sigma Phi Epsilon house over the week-end.

Dorothy V. 78, visited at her home in Green Lake over the week-end.

Linda Nelson and Alice Walker, members of Alpha Delta, spent several days with Alpha Phi Alpha sisters at Saginaw. They are senior Latin and French.

Mr. and Mrs. W. A. Kolonder, 78, went to DePere Sunday.

Arlene Dossow, 74, was called to Kansas by the illness of her brother.

Bert Spelling, 74, spent the mid-week at Oshkosh.

Beverly Stockworth and Alice Welling of Oakwood Towers spent several days with Beta Phi Alpha sisters at Saginaw. They are senior Latin and French.

Margaret Wallicks, ex '25, of Pond du Lac, visited with Alpha Gamma Phi sisters over Saturday.

Emma C. Kotick, D. R. 84, College Ave. Phone 292 for reservations.

Dr. Bagg to Report Artesian Well Study

A report on the investigations of artesian wells, which included student work in the summer, will be given by Dr. R. M. Bagg to the Geological Engineering Club at their meeting this evening. The meeting will be the first one of the year for the purpose of reorganization and the election of officers.

Four prominent members of the club graduated last June and several new members will be taken in this year. The association, however, is limited to two years.

The graduates of last year are: Homer West, who is at present employed at the American Copper Co. of Butte, Montana; Paul Neubauer, who is teaching science and assisting in the teaching at Jesu, Mission, Michigan, and is also working on a thesis dealing with the Stress of Weight of Wisconsin. John Ockerman, who assisted Dr. R. M. Bagg last year, is doing the inside planning of the Methodist church of this city. Albert Smith, 73, has re-entered Ockerman as assistant in the department of geology of the college.

The newspapers of Spain, South America, Cuba, and Mexico, are studying in a course in Spanish journalism at the University of Wisconsin.

Almost 1500 post-graduate students regularly enroll in the University of Wisconsin summer sessions.

In the College Zone you can get a fuel for any purpose.

IDEAL LUMBER & COAL CO.

771 College Avenue

Get your wood at Ryan's Art Store

584 S. Oshkosh St.

The First National Bank of Appleton, Wis.

"The Largest Bank in Outagamie County"

Solicits Your Business

First Church of Christ, Scientist

Appleton, Wisconsin

Announces a Free Lecture on Christian Science

by Mr. Peter V. Ross, C. S. B.

Of San Francisco, California

To Be Given in

Lawrence Memorial Chapel

Tuesday Evening, October 14, 1924, at 8:30 O'clock

The Public is Cordially Invited
Debaters Discuss Big Subject-Plan (Continued from Page 1) had to be held with only two judges acting. All this is primarily due to the situation which demands that the oldest and wisest debaters be the ones to participate in the debate. Prof. Orr, "due primarily to the necessity the coach is under to win decisions, to the limitation of opportunity for individual feature debate training. In self-defense and is ordered to uphold the reputation of the institution, the coach is forced to use only the best debaters. This seems the criterion of many men who desire to have and should have the debate.

Emphasis on Information: "An emphasis is no longer to be placed on winning debates but rather on informing the audience on the subject which is vital to our public welfare and on giving training to practical debaters to the largest number of students possible."

"The incentive under the new system is no longer to win a decision from three judges with the belief that if that decision has not been won the real purpose of the debate has not been achieved, but rather an incentive to develop the ability to analyze and present as an effective matter, but from an unprejudiced viewpoint, the vital issues involved in important public questions. To be added to this is the incentive to win the approval of the audience, and the probability of as esteemed fate of those who develop this ability to the greatest degree."

"A number of the members of the Conference have tried this new system for the past year, and Dr. Orr, "and found it to possess such great potentialities as to encourage us to try even to refuse to debate on any other basis."

O'Geran in Associate Professor Geography O'Geran, a Lawrence graduate in 1919, has taken up his new position as associate professor of political economy and sociology at the Michigan State Normal at Ypsilanti, Michigan. He was assistant to Dr. Kinsey at Wisconsin and instructor at the University of Wisconsin, and has studied abroad in France and Germany. He is the son of Mr. and Mrs. J. W. O'Geran of Lynwood, Wis., and is the largest annual school in the United States.

Frank M. Orr took his graduate work at the University of Wisconsin under Prof. Richard T. Ely and at Michigan University, receiving his M. A. degree in 1923 with the thesis Suppose Cost.

He was assistant to Dr. Kinsman at Lawrence for two years and instructor of Economics at the University of Wisconsin Extension Division for the year 1924. He was also assistant to Dr. Nighty at Western in 1923 and instructor at Western this past year.

Dorothy Murphy Plays at Chapal Chapal program for last Tuesday consisted of several place selections by Miss Dorothy Murphy, '27, student at the Conservatory of Music.

Miss Murphy first placed Lloyd's "Leslie Gore" with admirable smoothness of technique. This was followed by Macmillan's "cotillion Con certo". As a cause Miss Murphy repeated La Regatta Veneziani as an intricate composition by Rossini-Liszt.

Henry N. Marx Jewelry and Repairing

ENROLL NOW for Private Lessons in
Piano, Voice, Violin, Organ, Clarinet, Saxophone, Cornet, Trumpet, Expression and Art.

Lawrence Conservatory of Music
Carl J. Waterman, Dean

Frosh Show Defects In Gym Exams

A surprisingly large percentage of physical defects among Lawrence Froshmen has been revealed by recent examination of two-thirds of the Froshmen gym classes, according to Prof. A. C. Deane.

Although the examinations are not yet completed, generalized indications seem to be that the Froshmen this year are on an inferior basis as those of last term. It is possible, however, that this may be disproved before the end of the term.

Efforts will be made to correct physical defects by special forms of gymnastic exercise adapted for those who will not be able to take part in the general school work. Those with slight deformities, such as were examined last year, will be required to undergo medical treatment, as well as to take part in the low strenuous class work. The result of the new method should be a raising of the level of bodily fitness of the class of the term.

Unannounced Co-ed Guests Starrie Townspeople

"Saying in town" is a grand old notion, if you stay in the right place. But two young married people in Apparel, were slightly injured last night on the floor work by the workings of the gym when it didn't work.

"Debby, look what we've got here!" was the young husband's startled exclamation, when they descended to the lin­ing room in the morning. So it was landing in a basket. It was nearly two strange meals on the scrapheap. Now come! Well, when two very silly horses were on exactly the same position in two different blocks, and both horse drops are unmarked, how is one to know which is which? Under such circumstances, anything might happen. As a matter of fact, the fair damsel who guessed wrong were most cordially invited to breakfast, but it is said that notification was more painful than appetizing and the fair damsel were unappetizing rather than prolonged.

Unannounced Co-ed Guests Starrie Townspeople

E.W. Shannon Student Supply Store Series — Spring

Complete Supply of Students Ring Books

FU N T A I N  P E N S

Corona & Remington portable Typewriters

All makes of Typewriters bought, sold, exchanged or repaired.

A special advantage offered on Regina, Royal and Triumph.

The Parker Pen Company Manufac turers of the FAMOUS PARKER PEN

$7 Duofold in a $5 Size

Never Failing
Never Ailing

Junior Smacks 25-Year Point

$1 Gold Guide at No Extra Charge

Yes, in every respect more size. The $1 Duofold is as Lady Duofold is in 27 pst like the famous Over­

New Duofold. Gold Pocket-clip or Gold Ring-ball included, as well as the usual gold finial around the cap.

No matter this fall to buy a cheap pen. For Duofold brings you the speed and assurance in writing that wins with the world. And the writing says that makes work welcome.

If you are of a standard—so guaranteed for 25 years WEAR.

Step up to the first pen counter and get a-speed. Learning is saving and earning afterward.

The Parker Pen Company

T H E  P A R K E R  P E N  C O M P A N Y

THE LAWRENTIAN OF THE SCARLET TAMAHAG

For Study — For Correspondence

T H E  N E W  B I J O U
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First Exclusive Showing
"The Man From Broodneys"

From Gas. Sam McKeever's famous serial, with Alice Cul­
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Dorothy Murphy Plays at Chapal

Chapel program for last Tuesday consisted of several place selections by Miss Dorothy Murphy, '27, student at the Conservatory of Music.

Miss Murphy first placed Lloyd's "Leslie Gore" with admirable smoothness of technique. This was followed by Macmillan's "cotillion Con certo". As a cause Miss Murphy repeated La Regatta Veneziani as an intricate composition by Rossini-Liszt.
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Sturdy, fine looking Florsheims give long and faithful service — comfort you'll enjoy — style men admire. There's real satisfaction in wearing FLORSHEIM SHOES.

Novelty Boot Shop

337 College Avenue
Phone 1041

THE FLORSHEIM SHOE

If you have a smile we will take it; if you haven't we make it.

Froehlich's Studio

ARTISTIC PORTRAITS

765 Col. Ave. Phone 175
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Lawrentians
Successful
In
First Battle

Mark Catlin's grinders trampled the green of St. Norbert's in the first of Lawrence Field Saturday at the time of 4:30, the Blue and White taking their first game with their goal line in.scored. The game not only confirmed the worth of the veterans but brought out a wealth of new material, most of whom played at front part of the game.

The Blue and White squad outdressed the field at 2:30 sharp and the St. Norbert's men followed eight minutes after. Before桢n blew the whistle at 2:38 and the game was on. Law­rence received but was slow in starting and was forced to kick. St. Norbert's might even deuce time the following score of Lawrence and they too were forced to kick. Hell's man did better this time, and after a long gain by Blal­ked, Zupan, quickly secured the ball over for the first kick. Ko­bela added another point by kicking over in the out-of-the-play touchdown.

Second Quarter Hard-Play

In the second quarter the Blue and White defense stiffened and the ball was moved back and forth in no particular parts. The Blue and White carried the ball into the enemy territory, but an attempted goal kick failed. St. Nor­bert was held and a punt was made. Before gaining ground for the Lawrence men by intercepting a pass, and, a few plays later he again demonstrated his ability by forcing a pass. He then forced a fumble. Captain Mull made the recovery and was hit by kicking. It was in this quarter that McKeen, St. Norbert's quarterback, was forced to kick. St. Norbert's made first down only once—
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A.H.S. Adopts Courtesy Rule

Students of the Appleton High School recently adopted a set of courtesy rules to be supported at all athletic contests at which Appleton participates. A study of these rules by Lawrence fans who are tempted sometimes to be an unruly mob is suggested by The Lawrenceian:

The new rules allow every apparent player who is injured.

We will offer no advice when the other fellow lacks on, and we will never quip to keep him back. Frosh will never upload a mistake, so no one who makes it.

We will give cheers for the other school.

We will cheer the game itself, consider, and the attempt, for accepting all decisions, absolutely, even though we occasionally disagree with the official.

We will cheer every opponent playfully.

We will offer no alibis when the other school is injured.

We will support at law athletic contests, who are tempted sometimes to be smart and well mannered, in fact, the rules and new enlisted citizens are suggested by The Lawrenceian:

A. H. S. Adopts

Courtesy Rule
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**Students Praise City 'Dads' For Signs**

Haven't you all announced as not having anything strange or bedroom city of Appleton? You certainly have raised them if you have even, so a check night, turned to two some time girl whom you unthinkingly dated up tow nearly heard of a situation Lawrence, who called at the right number but the wrong street.

It is the new street signs we are working of—empty—empty—spring street intersections in a center and have designated all streets according to their direction. A few have been renamed, and some have altered the duality of a same name on an event located.

The plus makes it a good deal easier for strangers to find about their way around.

---

**Belnk & Jennis**

_Quality Clothiers and Tailors_

**Fashion Park**, **Pitform** 
and 
Collegian Clothes

**Stetson Hats** and 
**Furnishings**

---

**The Pettibone-Peabody Co.**

_821 College Ave., 2nd Floor_

_Book Store Hours—9 A.M. to 5:30 P.M._

_9 A.M. to 8:30 P.M._

---

**Work Now For Spring Prizes**

Is interest in scholarship-attaining at Lawrence? Are we having other interests exclude what should be our chief interest—not scholarly perhaps? It would seem so if the facts cited by Dr. William E. McBurney of the department of English Literature hold true in other departments.

Every spring a prize examination is held for juniors and seniors. The prize examination is held for juniors and seniors.

---

**CONKEY'S BOOK STORE**

_810 College Ave._

---

**William Keller, O.D.**

_Eyeight Specialist_

_611 College Ave., 2nd Floor_

_Eyes Examined_ 
_Clases Fitted_

---

**IN A WORLD OF GIRLS**

**Clothes Are So Important!**

Every freshman learns that while clothes do not make the girl, they do make an enormous difference in her enjoyment of her surroundings or college. Other things being equal, it's the well-dressed girl who is admitted first to the innermost chummy circles, and is "in" on all the good times. Pettibone's is the place to choose a college "trousseau" which combines smartness with good taste.

---

**Tea for Three**

**What to Wear?**

No matter how critical the other two at the tea-party may be, you'll be wholly at east in a frock of smart Jacques crepe, or a tiered model of new Blugene. Just the thing for dinner in town with friends, too, $29.50.

---

**Appleton, Superior**

**Superior Knitting Works**

---

**THE LAWRENTIAN**
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---

**Sophomore Leader Escapes Frosh Via Boat**

For hope the search for what the Appleton Leader, recently called the "menace in our midst" would be still in progress. The suspicion of the sophomore class president that "trouble" was on its way was confirmed by a return visit to the "Frosh" at Stansell Point two weeks ago today, where he was discovered by a silent, mindless stream. These facts might possibly be interpreted as an indication of a boat being stolen from Stansell Point, taking unawares a number of Sophomores, of which city, he had left uninvitingly to view the afternoon sea.

A number of Sophomores, of which city, he had left uninvitingly to view the afternoon sea.

---

**Hard Times for Rock While Freshmen-Sophs Clash**

_by A Junior_

Way back when the "Blue or the Yellow" first started simmering," Lawrence is once our old home," there has been a sophisticated class of self-respecting young non-entities called sophomores. Now once an uneasy murmur of learning most anonyously pulsed with this gang of boys, it must also tolerate a still more wisdom known as Frosh. Since the Frosh come to school with the intention of developing their immature minds to the task of reining the school, and since the Sophomores were to their Alma Mater with something more like a sense than in their minds, there must inevitably a conflict of opinion.

This annual battle for juvenile supremacy usually takes the form of a noisy dance up and down the main street, a somewhat saggy football, a host of midnight dips in the pool, an attempt to kidnap the Frosh president, and an annual Frosh-Sophs election on an event known as All-College Day.

For many years these proceedings one after the other. Finally this Frosh at last gained a victory over their traditional rivals. This was in an unusual year in which there were no Frosh. That year was characterized by a sullen depression, and their intended victim jumped into a waiting car and driven off from town just as he would capture his discus of an event.

---
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